MY WORLD 2030

MONITOR SDG PROGRESS, BUILD ACCOUNTABILITY AND CREATE DIALOGUE BETWEEN CITIZENS AND DECISION MAKERS
CITIZEN VOICE

The Campaign worked with civil society to lift citizen voice to international decision makers through MY World and the World We Want.

Here is a sample of those that publicly supported our work.
This information would be gathered on a longer time frame as a representative data set ideally covering a subset of countries, provinces and cities to give regional and typological balance. Full survey instrument ready.

A core set of 3 globally comparable questions will be gathered at scale through broad outreach to citizens and partner mobilizations on an ongoing basis, with annual feedback moments. Community survey ready at myworld2030.org

The core set of questions would be supplemented, where partners wish to do so, by broad mobilization on issues of particular local relevance and concern, to build dialogue and engagement with officials and political actors at the national and local levels. By application

The above complementary streams will be further enhanced by the big data derived analytics from a variety of sources such as social media, mobile phone usage and other industry data. We envisage that as “big data” is a relatively new and fast changing field for the sector, this will emerge over the 15-year period. Being developed in partnership with UN Global Pulse
SDGs Trello board

https://trello.com/b/NKZYxTsa
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https://trello.com/b/h6o4lPBA/elyx-int-obs-sdgs-etc